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Sizewell Written Representation May 2021. Wednesday 19/5/21.   Evening session 2

I am a country person at heart, which is why, for the past 37 years I have made Theberton my home.
These are my personal observations on environmental, traffic and community impacts incurred over those 37years and the accumulated diminishment and  loss of essential connectivity  experienced to our natural world, we , as a community, have already endured.

This is a measure of the countryside we have lost .

I am passionate about this area and all living things in it.
 When I first came to Theberton much was already changing, however the roads were less busy, vehicles less heavy, speeding vehicles less likely.....air cleaner.

Sizewell B was just beginning and it’s full impact little understood.

The B1122 was lined with mature oaks.....the grass verges full of spring flowers and grasses.....
Farm vehicles, people cycling to work passed my door, there was never an issue with the use of B1122 because people could cross the road safely, at their own pace and vehicles could turn both left and right from Church road.

People visiting the church could stand safely in Church road before walking down the footpath.*(photo 1)
School children were safe on the pavement waiting for the school bus, and they could cross the B1122 safely after school to use the playground facilities.
The natural world thrived on the thick hedgerows and wildlife highways.

As Sizewell B progressed so road kill increased, hedges diminished or removed altogether and old oaks, in one instance, with a preservation order in place, removed from the B1122  in the dead of night......
Slowly, remorselessly, hedge highways, small copses, lone trees disappeared. Areas became fragmented.
Dark skies were replaced by a constant glow of orange light.
At the height of the build I could read by the light of the cranes or garden throughout the night had I wanted to.
Light penetration and pollution was invasive, alongside the dust , noise and constant vibration of movement.
Washing could not be left on the line because of the air particles and at certain times, smell.
Windows could not be left open due to noise, vibrations and light intrusion.
Neighbour shouted to neighbour across the road because of the volume of traffic.

Personal stress levels rose as the build progressed.
EDF did not respond when asked about the increase in traffic through the night.

Villagers encountered people they did not know when walking their dogs, comments were made about no longer feeling safe in the village because they did not know who was around.
Back doors, traditionally left open, became locked...people became vigilant and wary.
The ear piercing beep of reversing lorries escalated......

And on top of that....it was a nightmare getting in and out of Church road to go to work and an equal nightmare coming home.... especially in the evening I would know of the chaos on the roads because of queues on the Chelmsford bypass which extended to  Ipswich, often necessitating diversions through the town due to disruption on the Orwell bridge .

As I write this, yet another emergency vehicle is be baa ing down the B1122 . It is the fourth time today......sadly an altogether common occurrence......I fear for residents needing emergency help should planning be approved...how will it ever reach some households?

Please do not underestimate the destructiveness of this build....It is scheduled to become the largest industrial building site in Europe. Sizewell B destroyed much of the countryside here. What you see today, is a managed, sanitised version of a previously wild part of the coast.

 An example of this is the transformation of the B1122 which is now a fast moving access road, no longer a pleasant country lane, no longer safe for vulnerable cyclists or indeed those using the footpaths. * ( photo 1) B1122 at Pretty Road Theberton junction, 2)on B1122 going to Leiston through Theberton, 3) Lorry turning into Church Road from B1122)



I fear the growth of fly parking, fly tipping and the creation of rat runs.
 I fear the lack of policing and accountability for these intrusive actions.

Today, on the B1122 and surrounding lanes I witness sprouting Fanta bottles, costa coffee cups, pieces of discarded vehicles and numerous fast food waste wraps...choking plants....instead of corn flowers , vetches, fat hen and good king Henry which have all but disappeared.

It breaks my heart to see the loss of the natural world here, so vital to us and the breakdown of this essential connectivity. 
It breaks my heart to see wild life corralled and sanitised into designated plots of land that suit humans as EDF have done at Aldhurst Farm.
 It breaks my heart to witness the loss of Wild.....and wilderness.

There is no thought to climate change here.

During national lockdown this area was transported back to the 1970 s....

The Dawn chorus, a little burst of happiness, heralding a reconnection to the rhythms of life and a slower pace, to enjoy fresher air....to have time to observe and re fresh...

People need to reconnect to nature for their mental and physical well-being, and need to stay connected.....which is why this proposed build is so damaging....

Damaging for our community in Theberton and Eastbridge and damaging for the country because it deprives others from visiting such a special place.

We must value and respect every living part that makes up the tapestry of our community, from the fish in the sea, the rare sea kale, flora and fauna on our shore ( only one of three shingle beaches in the world to have this combination of plants, Japan and New Zealand the others), to the native trees in our woodlands, fields and hedgerows and verges.

Lockdown gave us back a sense and slice of what we have lost from the natural world.

It is our responsibility learn from it and not let it happen again.

“Leave me the birds and bees , please” said Joni Mitchell ( Big Yellow Taxi)

“You don’t know what you’ve got til it’s gone,
They paved paradise” but in our case, put up a nuclear power station.      

Please don’t give them permission to put up another.
Nothing can mitigate for the loss of rare habitat here.

This is my personal plea to you on behalf of all living creatures great and small who call this place home.

Julia Brown




